SG's Stringer Calls For Apology

Millican Calls Actions Routine

Reactions to the manner in which a final resolution of the SG's Stringer complaints was handled and approved by the Board of Regents were expressed by ORS to Chairman of the Communications Department, since the opening of the undergraduate degree program in 1970, the Board has approved by the Regents.

Stringer continued, "I think President Millican owes an apology to many people. He is not only responsible to the Board of Regents but to the students, parents, and community." Stringer was told by the Board that he would be given a spot on the agenda to speak in response to the proposed hike. He was not given an opportunity to speak by D. Burke Kibler, Regent chairman, publicly apologized for omitting Stringer from the agenda stating that he had misunderstood Stringer's request.

"I have checked over the figures and the funds are most definitely needed. However, there has been no student input. No one knew about the increase besides University officials," said Stringer.

The rationale behind the hike was presented to the Board by J. P. Goree, Vice President for Business Affairs. The housing hike was part of a stipulated package unanimously approved by the Board. It was the only point of the proposals discussed. The official agenda was not handed out but there had been a request for the ignorance of the spectators. The motion was approved immediately.

"The Florida Board of Regents gave unanimous approval to four SG's Stringer Calls For Apology

The Florida Board of Regents gave unanimous approval to four FTU requests as its February meeting on the Regent's Conference Room.

The apparent change to FTU was the approval of a 12 per cent hike in food and housing costs for residents. Also approved were a proposed

undergraduate degree program in low enforcement, tenure grants to 19 faculty members, and the promotion of William W. Gosty in Chairman of the Communications Department.

The increase will be effective in September and will add $40 per quarter to the housing cost. It is the first hike in room and meal cost since the opening of FTU in 1968. J. P. Goree, Vice President for Business Affairs, when giving reasons to the Board for the proposed increase, said that the increase in salaries, utilities and food costs necessitated the hike. He explained that the University came under the minimum wage law after it opened. The motion, along with five other points on the program was voted on and unanimously approved by the Regents.

Following a 10-minute break Chairman D. Burke Kibler resumed the meeting and allowed Jim Stringer, SG president to have the floor and make his comments. Stringer had previously been told that he would have an opportunity to address the Board. He was, however, not given the floor until after the vote. One of the parents in attendance at the meeting then took the floor and was told to be seated as she was not on the agenda.

With the rise in room and meal rates, students in double rooms will pay $140 per quarter after Goree's proposal was made, without any discussion.

"These are the things that create problems on the campus," the decisions affecting the students that are not on the agenda. 

The Board held off on its decision on the housing and food increase until everyone involved could be informed and possibly surveyed for suggestions to increase the sources of funds in the accumulation of the need funds.

"No student can tell an administration what to do but isn't it responsible to the students?" Stringer asked.

He continued, "Think of the great understanding and rapport that could have been established between the president and students if he had let them know what was going on." President Millican explained that the decision was made by the Board of Regents and that the students were not informed of the increase because "it didn't occur to me" to inform them before the meeting. He said that the university knew that the hike was necessary and that it evaluated the problem from all sides as well it could.

(Continued on Page 5)

FTU's Time Machine

Is Homecoming Theme

FTU's first Homecoming, with "FTU's Time Machine" as a theme, is beginning Thursday and will last until the end of the Homecoming week, which begins at 9 pm Saturday.

In between there will be a movie selection, a Homecoming queen, a wrestling, a street dance, a roller rally, a medieval festival and an FTUFTI basketball game.

Thursday beginning at 9 am folowing for Homecoming queen, will be the GCB and the LARB, photographs of the candidates will be posted near the ballot boxes. The candidates will be presented to the FTU students in the Multi-Program Room at 11 am to noon Thursday.

"True Art," the Academy award winning movie starring John Wayne, will be shown at 10 am Thursday in the SCAUD. Friday's activities will begin with a continuation of the Homecoming week, elections of the GCB and LARB. A lunch concert will be at 11 am Friday in the Multi Purpose Room featuring folk trio "It's Time."

The evening, the Nite of Knights will feature skits, a wrestling meet and street dance. Skits performed by campus organizations will be at 6:30 pm in the FTU Tent. A wrestling meet followed by a flag program and a home room, and a street dance at 9 to 11 pm in the "Campus Knight's Corner.""

The Medieval Festival, Friday from 1 to 8 pm and 9 pm to midnight, will be a series of booths sponsored by campus organizations to feature student related activities which tie into the medieval theme. During Friday's activities the "Futuristic Dragon" will sponsor jousting, archery, log wrestling and arm wrestling contests. As well as a Sir Lancelot's tourney. Jousting will be at 3 pm using the Village Center's tandem bikes. Rides will go through a maze of underbrush.

(Continued on Page 12)
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(Continued on Page 12)
At Monday's meeting of the Board of Regents, as most of you know, an increase in room rent and food plan charges for FTU was approved. The item was brought before the Board by a group of some 10 faculty members. Both of these actions are significant to the student at the FTU level.

Tenure has been a rather controversial subject at other universities because it protects the tenure of teachers if the school has been determined to have taken everyone by surprise. At least some of you, almost by acclamation, have viewed tenure as a benefit that should never get out in time to eat lunch. courtesy of the president.

Unfortunately those numbers on the appropriate items appeared only! sometimes. If you have any information, anecdotes, special events, new propositions, complaints, suggestions, questions, etc., please contact me by sending or going by the Student Government Offices (second floor - Liberty building) or by taking one of the secretaries in the Education office a copy. Everyone kept cool and calm around the fact that the Senate could have some control and discretion over any money that they plan to spend. In any event, the faculty, staff and students in Education will have a vote on a constitutional amendment, if Brownell, Senator for Humanities and Fine Arts, Dan Jonas, Governor of Engineering; Guy Rasponi, Jr., Senate Education; Gray Wrisley, Governor of Natural Sciences. More Armed with that knowledge, the battalion of secretaries at FTU quickly made arrangements to "charge it", and did their best to ferry the students to their classes." The students were seen walking away with shopping bags in their hands.

OPEN HOUSE During the Open House on Saturday, February 13, the bookstore will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Students and parents are invited to come in and browse around.

The "Future" is the weekly newspaper of Florida Technological University. The edition was prepared by the students at FTU and submitted. All letters must be written on the line provided for that purpose. Students who wish to submit their names for publication must sign their names. The editorial opinions expressed are those of the editor and not necessarily those of the university or its enrollees.

The "Future" referred to the right to suffrage. Editor-in-chief is Todd B. Persons, 3d edition. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Orlando, Florida. P.O. Box 98, Orlando, Florida 32803. The editorial opinions expressed are those of the editor and not necessarily those of the university or its enrollees.

The "Future" is the monthly newspaper of Florida Technological University. It is published under the sponsorship of the students at FTU and submitted. All letters must be written on the line provided for that purpose. Students who wish to submit their names for publication must sign their names. The editorial opinions expressed are those of the editor and not necessarily those of the university or its enrollees.

The "Future" referred to the right to suffrage.
Mackey Named USF President

Dr. Cecil M. Mackey was named President of the University of South Florida Monday at a February meeting of the Board of Regents at FTU. Mackey, a 42-year-old Executive Vice President of Florida State University, will be the second president of the 11-year-old University. Mackey was one of 27 applicants and will succeed Dr. Harris Dean, acting president of USF.

The Board also appointed Dr. Charles Cornelius as Dean of the $21 million College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of South Florida, which would raise the available funds for the project to the approximately $8 million dollars, expansion of the J. M. Mackey, also Executive Vice President of the University, was named President of the 11-year-old USF. Mackey will succeed Dr. Dean.

The Board also appointed Dr. Charles Cornelius as Dean of the Florida State University, who was named President of the University, and Florida A&M University campuses based on bids to be taken today.

Mackey will succeed Dr. Dean, and at a cost of $21 million for the College of Veterinary Medicine, the university is planning to open in 1974.
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And the Children Wrote In Chalk
By Grace Kehrer

Once upon a time in a land far from the dark city a remembered monarchy began to build a special kingdom just for the children. This government built a castle for the children to play in while it awaited their coming of age. It was the way of the monarchy that the children would be happy and grow strong in this special place, free from the cares of childhood.

After the building was well under way and the first of the children settled in the kingdom, the resident magistrates looked about and saw the children were unhappy. The children were sad, the officials reasoned, because they were isolated and therefore ignorant of the delightful shimmering visions alive in the world beyond the kingdom’s borders. After much discussion, the magistrates decided they would make the children smile by bringing the dreams of the outside world to the children. To achieve these ends, a proclamation was published calling for visitors to come and amuse the children. Royal representatives were commissioned to come and carry the message to lands beyond the horizon. Jugglers, hustlers, poets, priests and prophets were invited to come to the children’s kingdom and display their singular wares and talents. As the visitors arrived, the children would be happy. The children watched as the visitors appeared. They would be entertained by the dreamers from the outside world.

In short order, priests, prophers, magicians and artists etc. all came to perform for the children. And very soon the children began to laugh. A happy kingdom was established in the kingdom. The magistrates were happy because the monarchy was happy because the children were happy.

But one day a strange program was presented to the children. It was a show composed of two separate yet related parts and the first part was presented on the strength and faith of an innocent, elderly man. The show was manufactured from the dreams and memories of the man. One part of the exhibit was presented as a dream. The dream centered on broken dressers, clothes closets, toy chests, rag bags and dusty attics. Army uniforms, metals, insignia and ribbons. Possibly it was the emotional atmosphere that produced the result. In this part of the show the air was thick with memories from the past. Such sad, dreary memories: as “When Johnny Comes Marching Home,” “I’ve Got You, Baby,” “The Battle Hymn of the Republic, “ and “Uncle Sam Wants You!” drew breath for only a moment. But in that moment a very real yet false, yet fantastic and picturesque atmosphere prevailed.

In this part of the exhibit, the past flew so quickly from the present that G.I. did not care about the plight of these men. We do care and are moved to their wives and families.

The other half of the exhibit was the joyful labor of a gentle man, who, by his own admission, maintained a humble attitude toward his creations. A man who continued to search for perfection in the concrete realization of his dreams. A gentle man who created because he knew he must. A man who found happiness in his work and purpose in his labor. A man who, through his work, achieved these ends. A proclamation was published calling for one to come and amuse the children. Royal representatives were commissioned to come and carry the message to lands beyond the horizon. Jugglers, hustlers, poets, priests and prophets were invited to come to the children’s kingdom and display their singular wares and talents. As the visitors arrived, the children watched as the visitors appeared. They would be entertained by the dreamers from the outside world.

Comments on the Charlie Brown exhibit were sought, and comments were exactly what the man was after. The man whose creations made an unobtrusive comment upon the positive nature of creative man. Through his work this potter became the antibiotic of negative destructive man.

Possibly it was the emotional force of the exhibit that so upset some children; no one knows. What was clear, to the most casual observer, was this show caused a kind of adolescent frenzy to manifest itself in some of the children. Maybe because this exhibit caused them to think and to feel some became agitated. Thinking and feeling can be painful. Pain can cause confusion and bewilderment — this is true. The children’s comments, written

chalt, betrayed their confusion and bewilderment. In their pain and frustration there were hints of irritability and rudeness toward originality in the realm of childhood dreams and hopes.

Possibly it is not wise to make poetry for the children. Thinking and feeling may be so new an experience for them that it is emotionally upsetting. Hopefully, the children’s sake, this type of exhibit will prove to be atypical. This type of show will not be seen again.

In time, all will be forgotten and the laughter and the joy will return to the kingdom.

Delta Sigma Pi is again supporting the letter writing campaign on campus to secure the release of the names of all POWs held in North Viet Nam.

Your Signature and support is urgently needed... Please sign.

The Office of the President
Democratic Republic of Vietnam
Hanoi, North Vietnam

Sir:
The purpose of this letter is to express my concern over our American Prisoners of War and Men Missing in Action in Southeast Asia. You, the North Vietnamese, Pathet Lao and Viet Cong, have refused to release a complete list of prisoners or any assurance that the men receive humane treatment.

Please do not be misled into thinking the American people do not care about the plight of these men. We do care and are moved to their wives and families.

By Grace Kehrer

February 5, 1971

This is Charlie Brown and some of his unique wall hangings and pottery. FTU Art Critic Grace Kehrer offers a unique critic of the observant at this exhibit. (Photo by Chuck Seithel).
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Winning Films

Flick At FTU

Central Florida’s answer to the international film scene is being found Tuesday at FTU, when a three-part series of prize-winning films from around the world gets underway under sponsorship of the university’s Village Center.

Three full evenings and 22 films comprise the series, which has been dubbed “The Kinetic Art” by the distributor, Universal Filmmakers.

Films to be shown run the gamut from the legendary “Egypte, O Egypte” in Egypt, premiered by the late-dean Cocroft, to some far out animation and arty baroque. Seven of the films are world premiers in the series, and another seven have been seen only at festivals. Eight are by American film makers.

The series has been designed to bring the choice new films of leading film makers directly to North American audiences. An example is Philippe Garrel’s “Marie Pour Memoire,” the first of his films to be exhibited in this country.

The schedule of showings of “The Kinetic Art” Program I, Feb. 9-10; Program II, Feb. 16-17; Program III, Feb. 23-24. The first did not involve living films, including “Egypte, O Egypte”; the second also avoided living films, including Bruno Boyer; “Ego,” the third program, will give a world premire to “The Kinetic Art,” counting Garrel’s “Marie.”

All showings will be held in the SCAUD at 8:15 p.m. Admission will be $1 at the door.

ATTENTION

Men of draft age there alternatives to military service. For free draft counseling and information on the different classifications or immigration to Canada and draft resistance contact:

Orlando Peace Center
836 Broadway
(Corner of Main & Broadway Avenues)
From Orlando Junior College called 407-1321 ext. 26
421 Main Street
Open Sundays 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE BY ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

Seidman M. Whitaker & Assoc.

13 FORTY FIFTH STREET N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004

671-4949

Selected components, speaker systems, receivers, tape recorders, and compact discs.

SEMIORAN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
Just North of Florida Tech Blvd. at Hwy. 436 and A1A
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE BY ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

RPM
REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE
Linda Wolken, sponsored by Kappa Sigma fraternity, sophomore, pre-med, little sister.

Patty Gray, representing Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, freshman, elementary education, little sister, pegasus staff.

Betty Raby, sponsored by C峦ettes, freshman, secondary education, little sister, CIanettes.

Catherine Janus, sponsored by Tri Kappa fraternity, sophomore, sociology, little sister, Tri Kappa sorority.

Alice Platt, representing Sigma Sigma Chi fraternity, senior, business, little sister, Pegasus horse club.

Linda Cohn, representing Sigma Delta Kappa, senior, elementary education board.
Jody Miller representing P.E. major club... physical education... P.E. majors club... delta little sister...

Cheryl Orair representing Fidelis sorority... senior... Elementary education... Fidelis sorority...

Sharon Ramer representing Phi Alpha Epsilon fraternity... Junior... Elementary education... Student government... P.A.E. little sister... Tri-K sorority...

Shirley Cipri sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity... Senior... Psychology... T.K.E. little sister... Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity... Lambda little sister... Fashion...

Cheryl Parr sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi fraternity... Senior... Marketing... Tri-K sorority... Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity... Lambda little sister... Fashion...

Joan Morgan sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity... Sophomore... Psychology... T.K.E. little sister... Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity... Lambda little sister... Fashion...
LAW ENFORCEMENT AID

PDU was recently released an additional $14,000 in aid funds for students pursuing a degree in law enforcement. Any students interested in this program are urged to contact the Student Financial Aid Office.

HOMEBUILDERS MEETING

The Home Builders Committee will meet PDU on February 24. The committee is continuing a legislative policy of taking government to the people.

FORUM FOR THE university will include briefing and question-and-answer session. An open campus tour and a session for staff, faculty, and student conferences.

Higher Ed. Bills

Pre-filed In House

The following bills involving higher education have been pre-filed in Tallahassee and await action by the 1971 Florida Legislature. HB 38 - External BA Degrees (Miron) Creates commission, 6 named members to be determined by legislature, to study feasibility of awarding external, off-campus BA degrees by Florida universities, report to legislature, with appropriation of $400.00 per year to the institution, died on House calendar, 1970 session. (Prefiled November, 1970) Referred to Education and Appropriations Committee.

HB 72 - Employment of Jane (Thomas) Includes district school boards, junior colleges and universities in prohibition against nepotism. (Same as HB 101, died on Senate calendar, 1970 session) (Prefiled November, 1970) Referred to Senate Universities and Community Colleges Committee.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

I know you've gotten used to cafeteria food, EP - but you better take my advice and eat somewhere else for a change.

THE PUJI UNLEASHED

The PUFU food services raised their prices. Some people are going to find out soon that the food changed too. This time they're going to try to tell us that, for our own good, they've changed to "natural" food. This means food taken from the PUFU campus.

Having too much to mouth the cafeteria people gave me a personal preview of the new food. First you will see the new sign all at the front of the line that says "Take all you want but you have to sample it first. You get your choice of Vitamin B5 or Vitamin D and E. NOTE: all freshmen may only have Chuck's chowder."

But it doesn't matter, most of the freshmen can't read it anyway and they always swallow them without drawing.

Then the salad lady showed me the new salads, they have Spanish almond spheres freshly cut from in front of the Administration Building, laced with PUFU palm fronds. "I thought the leaves fell off the palm trees because they were chewed up by sent worms?"

"They sure were." said Next I encountered the fruit juice section where a man was dressed in purple (right said "Hi guy, you want them juice there?") I asked the PUFU about perm and asked the lady behind the counter how they make wheat on campus.

"It's really very simple," she said "you just eat some wheat bread, then go over to the Biology department and cough on one of their little skimmings of the reflecting pool, including such delicacies as foaming alternative main dishes, in a few days you just scrape off the wheat soup, uncleal, and what is called "The chef's unidentified special." I asked to see the chef so I could coin him to reveal his secret but they said he was busy doing some scrubbing out at the sewage plant. But they could not cope with my probing questions and stubborn attitude when it came to how they get the materials to make own shredded wheat. Have you ever wondered what happened to all that lint soap, tadpoles, and what is called "The chef's unidentified specialty."

The PTU food servers raised their prices. Some people are going to find out soon that the food changed too. This time they're going to try to tell us that, for our own good, they've changed to "natural" food. This means food taken from the PUFU campus.

Having too much to mouth the cafeteria people gave me a personal preview of the new food. First you will see the new sign all at the front of the line that says "Take all you want but you have to sample it first. You get your choice of Vitamin B5 or Vitamin D and E. NOTE: all freshmen may only have Chuck's chowder."

But it doesn't matter, most of the freshmen can't read it anyway and they always swallow them without drawing.

Then the salad lady showed me the new salads, they have Spanish almond spheres freshly cut from in front of the Administration Building, laced with PUFU palm fronds. "I thought the leaves fell off the palm trees because they were chewed up by sent worms?"

"They sure were." said Next I encountered the fruit juice section where a man was dressed in purple (right said "Hi guy, you want them juice there?") I asked the PUFU about perm and asked the lady behind the counter how they make wheat on campus.

"It's really very simple," she said "you just eat some wheat bread, then go over to the Biology department and cough on one of their little skimmings of the reflecting pool, including such delicacies as foaming alternative main courses, - the seafood special. It turned out to be skimmings of the reflecting pool, including such delicacies as foaming soap, tadpoles, and what is called "The chef's unidentified specialty."

I asked to see the chef so I could coin him to reveal his secret but they said he was busy doing some scrubbing out at the sewage plant. But they could not cope with my probing questions and stubborn attitude when it came to how they get the materials to make own shredded wheat. Have you ever wondered what happened to all that lint soap, tadpoles, and what is called "The chef's unidentified specialty."

THE MAIN COURSE

Finally I was able to wrench it from the hands of a highly trained hash-slinger and rush to my table to drool, to taste, to softly slice the tender meat and enliven my body and soul royally. CHICKEN AND DUMPLINGS!

Funny looking thing - the dumplings were kind of fuzzy and had "Spalding" written on them but the chicken had fur and wore a little "It's real simple,"

I never forget that one chicken though. I always had my doubts about it, like when they first handed it to me, he was tied down by all those legs and when I cut the ties, I found two nickels and a bus token in his paw. Tough little devil too, it actually goes straight to a back room at the sewage plant. But they could not cope with my probing questions and stubborn attitude when it came to how they get the materials to make own shredded wheat. Have you ever wondered what happened to all that lint soap, tadpoles, and what is called "The chef's unidentified specialty."

I asked to see the chef so I could coin him to reveal his secret but they said he was busy doing some scrubbing out at the sewage plant. But they could not cope with my probing questions and stubborn attitude when it came to how they get the materials to make own shredded wheat. Have you ever wondered what happened to all that lint soap, tadpoles, and what is called "The chef's unidentified specialty."

All Alvin's ideal precision pencil waste. Strap molasses to . "It's true you've got the best of the best savings as you can see the chef's unidentified specialty."

"If I never forget that one chicken though. I always had my doubts about it, like when they first handed it to me, he was tied down by all those legs and when I cut the ties, I found two nickels and a bus token in his paw. Tough little devil too, it actually goes straight to a back room at the sewage plant. But they could not cope with my probing questions and stubborn attitude when it came to how they get the materials to make own shredded wheat. Have you ever wondered what happened to all that lint soap, tadpoles, and what is called "The chef's unidentified specialty."

No. 17 Turquoise Eagle Turquoise - Keen Point Lead.

Kohl's No. 17 Turquoise Eagle Turquoise - Keen Point Lead.

Boston Lead Pointer Precision Pencil Pointer.

Using point with Base $5.00

This new improved model has a multiposition guide for "scrip-click" which allows instant bedrock writing to any desired position. Point "Doesn't cut" outer never requires replacing.

Kleen Point Pocket Lead Pointer $1.75

For painting all types of special work on precision leads. Small, compact design for carrying in the pocket or briefcase.

Boston KS Draftman

CHECK WITH GEORGE STUART

The Point Is

Pencil Sharpeners

Eagle Turquoise Pencil Pointer

No. 17 Turquoise lead pointer. Black, point with metal nib, shaving wheat that points in 5 seconds.

$6.00

Boston Lead Pointer

Automatically produces sharpened points by regulating length of lead exposed. Filmatic free-strike astride cup. Mountain heavy duty base.

$3.50

Kohl's Lead Pointer

With Base $5.00

NEW FHA 235 HOMES IN BEAUTIFUL IVANHOE ESTATES

IVANHOE ESTATES is the newest, largest development under the FHA program in the area. We have all underground utilities, storm drains, sidewalks, street lamps and tennis courts. Your home will have brick front, brick veneer, and clean lines. Our homes are custom built for you with all the finest quality materials used. If you are interested in living in a community where you can feel secure, with sidewalks, street lamps and tennis courts, please don't miss it. Call 471-4504 or write us at Box 53, Menlo Park, 53, P.O. box 93, Menlo Park. A.D. we are located in the Rancho Grande area. Brokers invited by builder.

CHECK WITH GEORGE STUART
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Big-time athletics at FTU in the near future may be more than a dream, insiders say.

Coach Gene "Forch" Clark has often mentioned the fact that his scheduling this year will be facilitated by a gymnasium for "basketball and philosophy in general."

FTU wrestling coach Gerry Gorgiey, also knew Snyder and was interested in "helping" a school get better. He is excited that he can continue coaching in the New York University area. But Snyder further remained that they would like to have him return to New York to talk.

John Rouse leads Knights to victory

Every heard of the Paul Snyder Teaching Gymnasium? You might see it rising from campus. This is an architectural drawing Executive Assistant George King took with him on a visit to New York where he discussed the possibility of bringing back a gymnasia to FTU. He is due back today.

John Rouse, FTU's heavyweight wrestler, pinned Gerry Glaze as a crowd of 250 cheered him on in the Village Center. The pin gave FTU a 26-20 victory Wednesday night over the University of Tampa Spartans.

FTU, now 3-3, takes on the grapplers from Miami-Dade North Junior College here at the Village Center next Friday night at 8 pm.

The Spartans forfeited the first two matches Wednesday night, giving Rick Norton (118) and Pete Saber (135) wins without wrestling. Then FTU expanded its lead to 15-0 when Tom Benton outdistanced Etheri Blatt 10-6 in a tough match.

Tampa picked up five points in the 132 class when Ron George pinned Bert Campbell. The audience of 250 gasped when George twisted Campbell in a "airplane spin." Fred Mount got on the mat in the 180 class and stucked FTU's lead to 18-0 when he pinned Bill Bush. Mount overpowered his opponent, and as the crowd cheered, forced his shoulders (scapula area) onto the mat.

Jim Weaver added three more points to FTU's tally when he outfought Mike Devine 4-3 in a defensive struggle. At one moment, Weaver picked opponent up, brought him down on the mat. Weaver had swatted down to 158 and appeared to be having a tough time on his hands. But his quickness came through and he outpointed his man.

FTU's Johnny Rouse has his hands full with Tampa State's Gary Glaze. Wednesday night in the Village Center. Rouse's pin gave FTU a 26-20 victory over Tampa, now 0-6. FTU is 2-3 for the season.

John Rouse, FTU's heavyweight wrestler, pinned Gerry Glaze as a crowd of 250 cheered him on in the Village Center. The pin gave FTU a 26-20 victory Wednesday night over the University of Tampa Spartans.

FTU, now 3-3, takes on the grapplers from Miami-Dade North Junior College here at the Village Center next Friday night at 8 pm.

The Spartans forfeited the first two matches Wednesday night, giving Rick Norton (118) and Pete Saber (135) wins without wrestling. Then FTU expanded its lead to 15-0 when Tom Benton outdistanced Etheri Blatt 10-6 in a tough match.

Tampa picked up five points in the 132 class when Ron George pinned Bert Campbell. The audience of 250 gasped when George twisted Campbell in a "airplane spin." Fred Mount got on the mat in the 180 class and stucked FTU's lead to 18-0 when he pinned Bill Bush. Mount overpowered his opponent, and as the crowd cheered, forced his shoulders (scapula area) onto the mat.

Jim Weaver added three more points to FTU's tally when he outfought Mike Devine 4-3 in a defensive struggle. At one moment, Weaver picked opponent up, brought him down on the mat. Weaver had swatted down to 158 and appeared to be having a tough time on his hands. But his quickness came through and he outpointed his man.

FTU's Johnny Rouse has his hands full with Tampa State's Gary Glaze. Wednesday night in the Village Center. Rouse's pin gave FTU a 26-20 victory over Tampa, now 0-6. FTU is 2-3 for the season.

(Photograph by Jim Lehman)
PAE remines the only undefeated Intramural team on the FTU campus. They defeated KS Monday, 35-26, in a hard-fought battle, with PAE’s leading scorer, Rick Smiley, hitting the game’s high score of 26 points. Both teams had five free throws each, with PAE getting the win by one point.

PAE’s victory over KS wasn’t in keeping with their high-scoring past performances. The game turned out to be a fun 1971 Super-Bowl. Both teams were ranked with PAE having the height advantage over KS.

PAE’s upcoming week features games against the following teams:

- **TUESDAY:** College Cen. vs. GIT, 7:45 p.m.
- **WEDNESDAY:** College Cen. vs. GIT, 4:30 p.m., GIT vs. GIT, 7:45 p.m.
- **THURSDAY:** College Cen. vs. GIT, 4:30 p.m.
- **FRIDAY:** College Cen. vs. GIT, 7:45 p.m.

**SUNDAY:** College Cen. vs. GIT, 4:30 p.m.

**GAME NEXT WEEK:**
- **Date:** Monday, May 3
- **Team 1:** GIT vs. KS
- **Team 2:** GIT vs. GIT
- **Time:** 8:00 p.m.

**Other Intramural Activities:**
- **Couching:** Entry Deadline, Monday, 5 p.m.
- **Women’s Basketball:** Entry Deadline, Monday, February 24, 4 p.m.
- **Coiling:** Entry Deadline, Sunday, February 21
- **Day Baseball:** Play begins at 12 p.m.
- **Men’s Soccer:** Entry Deadline, Monday, February 24, 4 p.m.

**The Home of Happy Banking**
Staff 'n Such is a column designed for FTU club news. Any campus club is welcome to submit articles by noon on the Tuesday before the desired publication date. These articles may include the announcement of a new club's formation, meeting times, officer elections, and any activities the club has participated in or is planning.

Also, occasional pictures of selected club activities will be taken to be used with the column. If a club is planning an activity that they feel merits a picture, they may request one from Nancy Jones, Staff 'n Such columnist, in the columns, AD 211.

Picture requests should be made a week in advance to ensure that they will get into the issue immediately following the event.

The Staff 'n Such column, including copies of pictures which can be purchased from the FTUs, can be of great value to club historians. Any and every campus organization is invited to make use of the column.

OUTDOOR CLUB

Do you like fun in the sun? Do you enjoy camping, canoeing, horseback riding, fishing? Or any other form of outdoor activity? If the answer is yes, head for the Outdoor Club. The club meets on Tuesday at 11 am in AD 171.

First outing planned is a beach party, including fishing, boating, and cookout. Students interested in getting some sign up for it at the Tuesday meeting.

More outings will follow. All FTU students are welcome to join the club.

Sponsor of the club is Dr. Roy Jones of the math department.

MEGA

Tired of the present visitation restrictions of the dormitories? Want to set up your own rules? Now is the time to do something about it! The Men's Residence Association is sponsoring a plan to substitute dormitory government so as to allow each half of the dormitories some say in their own rules. But, students must demonstrate cooperative and active interest! Contact Terry Gwin, D-dorm, suite 100, room C, ext. 4426 for dorm recognition proposal. Let's get our own rules.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

The International Club, recently formed on campus for those students interested in foreign cultures, holds its meetings each Thursday at 11 am in AD 157.

Yesterday there was a social, theatrical, organizational, discussion-type meeting. Next Tuesday (John DiPierro, professor in Hispanic Languages and Cultures) will discuss "Job Opportunities in Spain." An open house with coffee and doughnuts will follow the meeting. Also, on February 25, DiPierro will give a lecture on "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme."

Presently the members of the club are preparing a series of short Spanish plays to be presented at a later date. Last Saturday a small group attended a tour in honor of the visiting British students at the Parliament House. Plans are being made to take an active part in making exchange students welcome in the community.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

A public relations club is now forming on campus. Membership is open to any student with a definite interest in public relations. Meetings are held in AD 149 every other Tuesday at 5 pm.

The next meeting will be Tuesday, and vacancies for officers will be filled. Chris Thomas is president of the organization, and Bob Bailey is vice-president. To be chosen Tuesday are the secretary, treasurer, and project coordinator.

Affiliation of the FTU Pequos Chapter with the national Public Relations Society of America is imminent. Also, affiliation with the Florida Public Relations Association is probable in the near future. Club members will be able to attend meetings with PR practitioners in the Central Florida area beginning later this quarter.

WRA

The Women's Residence Association (WRA) will have a booth at Homecoming. WRA and the Men's Residence Association have set up speakers to talk to the resident students.

The club has grown to fifty members in the May convention they hope to have even more. Members are being scopped. Join the group which is more than just words.

DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday
DON'T ORDER BY PHONE

The following is the classified ad rate for the Classifieds.

$2.75 for the first line (which contains 35 characters).

$90 for a column of 36 characters or more.

For more information, please call Bill Emery at 273-2869.

FTU Classifieds

TO ORDER CLASSIFIEDS, USE THE FORM BELOW. Fill in the boxes allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark.

Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphen at the end of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for 6 lines. For additional line add $.25. Multiply the total by the number of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with check or money order for: FTU Classifieds, Future, Florida Technological University, P.O. Box 26000, Orlando, Fla. 32816. Payments made by cash are at the sender's risk.

FUTURE CLASSIFIEDS

To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the boxes allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark.

Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphen at the end of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for 6 lines. For additional line add $.25. Multiply the total by the number of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with check or money order for: FTU Classifieds, Future, Florida Technological University, P.O. Box 26000, Orlando, Fla. 32816. Payments made by cash are at the sender's risk.
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DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday
DON'T ORDER BY PHONE
Fair Exhibit Being Prepared

Preparations are under way for FTU's exhibit at the 59th Annual Central Florida Fair. The fair will open at Exposition Park on February 22 and run through March 6.

This year FTU's exhibit, which is being built and manned by the FTU tour guides, will be located inside the main exposition hall, rather than in the lobby as in previous years. The theme for the exhibit is "Go To, Grow to FTU!"

The exhibit will be contained in a 10'x15' corner block and will consist of a series of angled panels, two screens and slide projectors, and several tables. There will be approximately 160 slides depicting life at FTU.

Promotional plans for other features in the exhibit include a "route" to FTU, on which persons desiring information about the university can obtain it by picking up the phone and asking. The committee planning the exhibit also hopes to enlist the cooperation of various staff and faculty members to act as representatives at the exhibit in the evenings. The committee will also like to play tapes of some WFTU broadcasts. A pollination table and tables containing maps and other information about FTU are also planned as part of the exhibit.

The exhibit committee members are: Bill Warden, tour guide; Dick Eisenman, natural sciences; Kathy Blanton, humanities; and Linda Eastman and Wanda Russell of the Village Center.

Homecoming

(Continued from Page 1)

Log wrestling will begin at 5 pm. Two opponents will face each other standing on a log surrounded by a multitude. They will compete by arm wrestling, and the person who falls into the mud last will win. Somewhat cleaner arm wrestling will be scheduled from 6 to 8 pm. Carnation Corsages $4 and $5.

Reactions

(Continued from Page 1)

Millican said that the increase was "a routine business matter needing to be brought to the attention of the Board." He explained that although it appeared that the request was "pushed" through, it was handled with what he considered normal dispatch.

This increase was originally scheduled for approval at the Annual Board of Regents meeting in Tampa. Millican said that the request had been placed before the Board about 8 weeks ago.

He said that although the increase will go into effect in September, he did not want it to be delayed in order to allow ample time to let students and parents know that it would be in effect in the fall. Additionally, next month the present dorm residents will be asked to decide whether or not they wish to live on campus next fall.